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Abstract

Radial basis function (RBF) interpolation is popular for mesh deformation

due to robustness and generality, but the cost scales with the number of surface

points sourcing the deformation as O(N3
s ). Hence, there have been numerous

works investigating efficient methods using reduced datasets. However, although

reduced-data methods are efficient, they require a secondary method to treat an

error vector field to ensure surface points not included in the primary deforma-

tion are moved to the correct location, and the volume mesh moved accordingly.

A new method is presented which captures global and local motions at multi-

ple scales using all the surface points, and so no correction stage is required;

all surface points are used and a single interpolation built, but the cost and

conditioning issues associated with RBF methods are eliminated. Moreover,

the sparsity introduced is exploited using a wall distance function, to further

reduce the cost. The method is compared to an efficient greedy method, and it

is shown mesh quality is always comparable with or better than with the greedy

method, and cost is comparable or cheaper at all stages. Surface mesh prepro-

cessing is the dominant cost for reduced-data methods and this cost is reduced

significantly here: greedy methods select points to minimise interpolation error,

requiring repeated system solution and cost O(N4
red) to select Nred points; the

multiscale method has no error, and the problem is transferred to a geometric

search, with cost O(Nslog(Ns)), resulting in an eight orders of magnitude cost
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reduction for three-dimensional meshes. Furthermore, since the method is de-

pendent on geometry, not deformation, it only needs to be applied once, prior

to simulation, as the mesh deformation is decoupled from the point selection

process.

Keywords: Efficient mesh deformation, Radial Basis Functions, Data

reduction methods, Multiscale methods, Exact surface recovery, Numerical

simulation

1. Introduction

The need for dynamic mesh deformation within computational fluid dynam-

ics (CFD) solvers arises in problems that involve moving geometric boundaries,

such as fluid-structure interaction [1], aerodynamic optimisation [2] and artic-

ulated rotor simulations [3]. In such problems a complete regeneration of the5

volume mesh at each cycle would be prohibitively expensive and is also unde-

sirable due to the elimination of time-history. Instead, an updating procedure

is required that deforms the existing volume mesh in accordance with the new

surface geometry at each time-step or optimisation cycle.

Numerical flow solution is notably sensitive to the quality of the mesh, partic-10

ularly for viscous problems, and so mesh deformation schemes need to maintain

the original mesh quality, as changes in orthogonality can lead to an increased

truncation error while, in the worst case, mesh crossover and cell inversion can

invalidate the mesh completely. Hence, robustness and preservation of mesh

quality are of prime importance for mesh deformation schemes. Usually in con-15

tention with the quality-preserving ability of a mesh deformation method is

the computational expense; during simulation or optimisation it is important

that mesh deformation is computationally cheap to implement such that the

overhead it introduces is minimal [4].

A particularly desirable quality of a mesh deformation scheme is generality;20

a generic or universal method that can be applied equally to many problems,

irrespective of mesh structure or configuration with little or no modification.
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This is in contrast to tailored solutions that are suited only to a specific prob-

lem. In [1] and [5] Rendall and Allen present key requirements for a universal

mesh motion scheme, namely: to operate regardless of mesh type; to require25

no connectivity information; to be able to handle multiple bodies in relative

motion; to be suitable for parallelisation.

Interpolation using radial basis functions (RBFs) has recently become a

prominent mesh deformation method boasting excellent robustness and quality-

preserving properties. Moreover, the method is completely generic, operating30

on point-clouds alone, and is perfectly parallel. A global deformation field can

be generated analytically, from a cloud of control point movements, normally

the surface points, and this has been shown to be particularly effective [6, 1].

However, the mesh deformation requires solution of a linear system the size of

the moving control point cloud, and so the full method quickly becomes very ex-35

pensive for large meshes. Hence the implementation is commonly approximated

using some kind of data-reduction scheme.

Rendall and Allen [4, 7] developed effective methods to improve the effi-

ciency of RBF interpolation, by selecting a reduced set of control points based

on minimising interpolation error at the non-selected points. Reducing the40

dataset reduces both the system solution cost and the mesh update cost but,

equally as importantly, can improve the system conditioning significantly by

increasing control point spacing. The important issue here is that only the se-

lected control points are moved exactly by the reduced system interpolation;

all other points are moved by the global interpolation, and so a vital part of45

the deformation method is a second stage which requires the treatment of a

‘correction vector field’ to ensure the non-selected control points move to their

correct position, to recover exact surface movement [3], and the surrounding

volume mesh deformed accordingly. The work in [1, 4, 7] has in fact led to a

large number of further improvements, focused on both efficient point selection50

methods and alternative methods to treat the correction vector, see for example

[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. There has also been work investigating whether

the reduced points selected can be selected once, before an unsteady simula-
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tion, or need to reselected at every time level [16], adding an adaptive point

selection method [17], and combining reduced data points with orthogonality55

improvements [18]. A further work worthy of mention is that due to Poirier

and Nadarajah [19], wherein both the primary and secondary RBF mesh move-

ment algorithms are formulated such that they can be included in the mesh

sensitivities of an adjoint-based optimisation method.

In terms of operations, RBF mesh deformation methods need, at every time60

step, a system solution stage which scales with number of control points cubed,

and a volume mesh update stage which scales with control points × volume

points. Hence, the reduced-point methods aim to reduce both of these stages,

however, reduced-point methods require an expensive pre-processing stage, ei-

ther prior to simulation or at each unsteady time-step, and a method to treat65

the error or correction vector field that needs to be added to the approximate

deformation field from the reduced points.

The objective of the work presented here is to develop a new implementation

of efficient RBF interpolation that is both fast and exact, i.e. computationally

more efficient than the full method while still recovering exactly all original70

data. In fact, the goal is to develop a single interpolation that includes all the

data points, but is still significantly cheaper than any reduced-point method

in the preprocessing stage, cheaper or comparable for the system solution and

mesh update stages and, most significantly, requires no correction stage as all

control points are included.75

2. Mesh Deformation

Numerous mesh deformation schemes have been developed, often depending

on the mesh type or the particular application; an interesting review paper was

recently published by Selim and Koomullil [20]. Some of the more simple mesh

deformation schemes, see for example [21, 22], used a uni-parametric interpo-80

lation [23] along grid lines between an inner surface definition, for example a

wing, and the outer boundary. Since the resulting mapping is purely algebraic
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it is very computationally efficient. However, the method suffers from singular-

ities and is limited to structured single-block domains. This can be extended

to multi-block domains when used in combination with another deformation85

scheme for the block vertices [24], for example using the spring analogy for

block edges.

The spring analogy, developed by Batina [25], is one of the earliest and most

commonly-used methods, wherein the connections between nodes are assigned

compliances proportional to the connection length. This method can be used90

for both structured and unstructured meshes. Farhat [26] built on the method

by introducing torsional stiffness to alleviate mesh crossover problem, and in

Blom [27] this torsional spring was shown to be essential for moving viscous

meshes. Sheta et al [28] have also reconsidered the formulation to use solid

structural elements in an effort to prevent cell inversion. The method is robust95

and accurate, but computationally expensive for large grids [29]. There are

also PDE solution approaches, usually involving an elliptic problem solution,

see for example Loehner [30, 31]. Grid quality can be improved by solving a

bi-harmonic set of equations that also preserve orthogonality [32, 33].

The spring analogy, and PDE-based methods, are expensive to solve and100

fail to guarantee mesh quality for large deformations. In contrast, non-iterative

methods, which generally take the form of a multivariate interpolation, are

robust and do not usually rely on connectivity information [9]. Liu et. al. [34]

developed a Delaunay graph interpolation scheme boasting high computational

efficiency, however boundary mesh quality and robustness were poor for large105

deformations and rotations [9]. Allen [5] developed a fast algebraic interpolation

strategy using inverse distance weighting, and particular attention was paid to

the preservation of orthogonality. Similar inverse distance weighting methods

were also presented in [35] and [36] and methods have also been presented using

disk and then sphere relaxation methods [37, 38].110

Recently there has been increased interest in radial basis function (RBF)

interpolation for mesh deformation [6, 1, 2]. RBF interpolation is a popular tool

for general multivariate interpolation, see [39], being able to operate on scattered
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data sets (requiring no connectivity) and having no limit on the dimensionality

of the problem. Rendall and Allen used RBF interpolation in their unified115

approach to fluid-structure interaction [1], wherein the universal characteristics

of RBF interpolation as a mesh motion scheme are highlighted (mesh/solver

independence, parallelisable), and mesh quality is shown to be preserved well.

However the full RBF method is prohibitively expensive to implement for large

meshes.120

The dominant factor in the cost of RBF interpolation is the number of control

points [4]. Wang et. al. address this problem with a hybrid method combining

the Delaunay graph scheme with RBF interpolation [9]. RBF interpolation

is applied separately to each Delaunay graph sub-domain using the vertices as

control points. Therefore, in three dimensions, there are only four control points125

in each interpolation and hence the size of the interpolation matrix is greatly

reduced, resulting in improved computational efficiency.

Alternatively, the efficiency of the RBF method can be improved by using

only a subset of the surface mesh points as control points. This approximation

exploits the fact that surface mesh deformations can be reproduced, with min-130

imal error, using only a fraction of the original surface mesh as control points.

Hence, the important issue becomes how to reduce the system size and there has

been a large amount of effort devoted to this area. Jakobsen and Amoigon [2]

applied a simple mesh coarsening method based on maintaining uniformity of

the reduced dataset. A smart coarsening method was presented by Rendall and135

Allen in which greedy algorithms are used to minimise the interpolation error

at non-control points [4], demonstrating two orders of magnitude cost reduction

for a large mesh case with a maximum error of less than 0.1%. Moreover the

resulting scheme is shown to scale linearly with the number of volume points.

The scheme is further improved [3] by adding a correction step to recover exact140

displacements. A series of different data-reduction schemes followed, primarily

focusing on the efficiency and error of the point-selection process, see for exam-

ple [2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 15, 17, 19]; however all such reduction

methods are still only approximate, requiring some treatment of an error vector
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field at the points not included in the interpolation.145

Driving volume mesh deformation using a reduced set of surface mesh points

makes sense since global deformations can be represented sufficiently well on a

coarse subset. However, reduced-point methods require a surface mesh prepro-

cessing stage to select the point set, and these are usually selected to minimise

the interpolation error at the non-selected points; this requires repeated system150

solution and a cost of O(N4
reduced). Hence, the rationale for the method pre-

sented here is to capture global and local motions of multiple scales using all the

surface points, and so there is no need for an error vector, but with a reduced

cost compared to greedy-type methods. With no requirement to minimise er-

ror, the point selection problem can be transferred to a surface point geometric155

search, with a significantly reduced cost of O(Nsurf log(Nsurf )). The multiscale

formulation developed means that although all surface points are used and a

single interpolation is built, the linear system to be solved is significantly smaller

than that of the full method, and the system conditioning issues are eliminated.

Furthermore, unlike the greedy-based methods where the points selected depend160

on the exact deformation, the point selection for the new method is based purely

on geometry, and so is decoupled from the deformation, meaning the method

only needs to be applied once, prior to any simulation.

3. Formulation

A general introduction to RBF interpolation is first given, followed by a de-165

scription of RBF interpolation as applied to mesh motion, and a typical reduced

data-set algorithm.

3.1. RBF Interpolation

RBF methods have become a popular tool across a wide variety of disciplines

due to the flexibility they present. A particular advantage of RBF methods is170

the ability to operate on scattered data in any general multidimensional space.

Moreover, RBF methods do not require any connectivity information, they are
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a mesh-free method. As such, much attention has been given to exploiting them

[39, 40].

A radial function is a function that takes the form φ(x,x0) = φ(‖x0 − x‖)175

where ‖.‖ represents the vector norm, usually Euclidean, and x0 is the RBF

‘centre’. Given a set of discrete data points {x1,x2, ...,xN} in some space Rd,

and an associated set of scalar values fi = f(xi), then radial functions can be

used to form a basis that spans this space and approximate the scalar field f(x).

The resulting RBF interpolant has the form:180

f(x) ≈ s(x) =

N∑
i=1

γiφ(‖xi − x‖) (1)

A low-degree polynomial is sometimes included in the interpolation to pro-

vide an underlying global trend, however this is normally undesirable in mesh de-

formation applications, since deformations would be amplified away from mov-

ing boundaries. The RBF coefficients γi are determined by requiring exact

recovery of the known function values at the data sites, this results in a linear

system to solve:

f = Φγ (2)

Where

f =


f1

f2

...

fN

 ; Φ =


φ1,1 φ1,2 · · · φ1,N

φ2,1 φ2,2 · · · φ2,N

...
...

. . .
...

φN,1 φN,2 · · · φN,N

 ;γ =


γ1

γ2

...

γN

 (3)

Here, φi,j = φ(‖xi−xj‖). The size and structure of the interpolation matrix

Φ is of key importance in determining the ease with which the system is solved.

Solution methods are either direct or iterative, and the latter can readily take

advantage of sparse matrix structure and become the only viable option for very

large systems.185

Radial basis functions can broadly be categorised as either global or local in

nature, where the former grow with radial distance and the latter decay. Despite
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giving good interpolation accuracy, global basis functions tend to smooth out

local effects and result in a dense interpolation matrix which is undesirable both

physically and practically [40]. Consequently, local RBFs, specifically compactly190

supported RBFs, have become increasingly popular.

Compactly supported RBFs, a subset of local RBFs, decay to zero at a finite

radial distance, known as support radius R, and remain zero thereafter. Com-

pact functions present computational benefits via sparseness of the interpolation

matrix, though at the cost of reduced interpolation accuracy; the trade-off be-195

tween the two is controlled by the choice of support radius. Of more concern

is the effect on the conditioning of the interpolation matrix. If the support

radius is very large in comparison to the spatial density of the data, then close

mesh points present conditioning problems. Wendland [41] derived positive def-

inite compactly supported functions having the lowest order for a given order200

of smoothness, see Table 1, where r is the normalised Euclidean norm. In a

similar way to support radius, higher order functions give better interpolation

accuracy but with poorer matrix conditioning.

Table 1: Wendland’s compactly-supported radial basis functions

Name Definition

r = (‖xi − xj‖)/R

C0 φ(r) = (1− r)2

C2 φ(r) = (1− r)4(4r + 1)

C4 φ(r) = (1− r)6(35r2 + 18r + 3)/3

In [3] it is shown that the existence of a smooth first derivative of the basis

function is desirable for preservation of orthogonality. C2 is the lowest order205

function with a smooth first derivative and has already been shown to give a

good balance between quality-preservation and system conditioning [1] [7], and

C2 is used here.
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3.2. RBF Mesh Deformation

The mesh-free property of RBF interpolation is particularly well-suited to210

mesh deformation since it removes any flow-solver dependency and requires no

manual user input [6, 1]. In their demonstration of RBF mesh motion, de Boer

et. al. [6] observed the simplicity of implementation and the superior mesh

quality when compared with the spring analogy [25]. Jakobsson and Amoignon

applied RBF mesh motion to aerodynamic shape optimisation, demonstrating215

the availability of gradients with respect to control point positions [2]. However,

the RBF formulation suffers from high cost and reduced accuracy as mesh size

increases.

Volume mesh deformation is driven by the motion of the surface mesh. The

target function to interpolate is the vector of nodal displacements us for the220

surface mesh, and Φ is the Ns ×Ns interpolation matrix constructed using the

surface mesh points as RBF centres, and Ns is the number of surface mesh

points. A separate interpolation is required for the displacements in each di-

mension, however the interpolation matrix is the same for each. Hence in three

dimensions:225

ux
s = Φγx, uy

s = Φγy, uz
s = Φγz (4)

The displacements of the Nv volume mesh points can be obtained using an

Nv ×Ns evaluation matrix Ψ:

ux/y/z
v = Ψγx/y/z (5)

Where

Ψ =


φv1,s1 φv1,s2 · · · φv1,Ns

φv2,s1 φv2,s2 · · · φv2,Ns

...
...

. . .
...

φNv,s1 φNv,s2 · · · φNv,Ns

 (6)

Clearly, whether this matrix is actually constructed is dependent on the system

size.
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3.3. Implementation230

There are two main approaches to implementing an RBF mesh deformation

scheme at each time step of mesh movement; an operation-intensive method

and a memory-intensive method. The operation-intensive approach requires no

preprocessing stage prior to simulation, and no significant data storage, and

consists of two steps: 1) Solve for field vectors γx/y/z; 2) Update volume mesh235

points. In this way, the operation-intensive method has no significant memory

costs since the matrices Φ and Ψ do not need to be explicitly generated and

stored. However, as suggested by the name, the operation-intensive method

requires many processor operations per mesh deformation step, since the Ns×Ns

matrix requires solution, with cost O(N3
s ). In contrast, the memory-intensive240

approach takes advantage of the fact that the relationship between surface mesh

displacements us and volume mesh displacement uv is constant and entirely

linear. Hence, the system solution is performed in a preprocessing stage, and a

single Nv ×Ns transfer matrix H can be defined, as in equation 8.

uv = Hus (7)

Where

H = ΨΦ−1 ∈ RNv×Ns (8)

This matrix can be generated once and saved prior to commencing optimi-245

sation iterations or time stepping. Therefore at each mesh deformation step

only a matrix-vector multiplication is required. However the full transfer ma-

trix H is of dimension Nv × Ns and can hence be too costly to store for large

meshes. The operation- and memory-intensive approaches can be summarily

compared by their complexity with respect to the size of the input meshes. Ta-250

ble 2 gives the operations and memory complexity for each stage of the RBF

mesh deformation, using the simple operation counts discussed above.

It is clear that the size of the surface mesh (Ns) is prominent in the overall

cost of the RBF method. Moreover, solving the system scales with the N3
s ,

hence full RBF mesh deformation quickly becomes infeasible for large meshes. In255
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Table 2: Comparison of implementation complexity

Cost

Operation-intensive Memory-intensive

Preprocessing - O(N3
s )

Solve O(N3
s ) -

Update O(NsNv) O(NsNv)

Memory - O(NsNv)

addition to higher costs, increased mesh sizes also introduce numerical instability

in the linear system.

Table 3: Mesh refinement: memory and operation costs for memory- and operation-intensive

approaches

Mesh points Storage of H Preprocessing or each stage Each stage

Ns Nv (M) Memory (GB) Condition No. System Solution Mesh Update

257 0.02 0.03 O(1010) O(107) O(106)

513 0.07 0.27 O(1011) O(108) O(107)

1025 0.26 2.16 O(1012) O(109) O(108)

2049 1.05 17.23 - O(1010) O(109)

3.4. Example problem

To demonstrate the RBF method, a 30◦ rotation about the origin is applied

to a NACA-0012 surface mesh consisting of 257 points. RBF interpolation is260

used to transfer this deformation to the volume mesh, a structured 257 × 65

O-Mesh shown undeformed in Figure 1(a). Figure 1 also shows the resulting

deformed mesh using Wendland’s C2 function with a support radius of 4 chords.

The good quality-preservation is clearly demonstrated, with mesh orthogonality

at the surface being well maintained and dissipating away smoothly. Orthogo-265

nality is quantitatively analysed for the full RBF method in section 5. Several

refinements have been made to the surface and volume mesh, as given in Table
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3, to demonstrate the cost. The memory cost for storing the full transfer ma-

trix of the memory-intensive method (for double precision storage) along with

approximate costs for this and the operation-intensive approach is given in Ta-270

ble 3, along with the order of magnitude of the condition number for the solve

stage. These data are evaluated using the simple operation scalings presented in

table 2. At 2049 surface points, the memory cost has grown beyond practicality

and the conditioning of the system has exceeded machine double precision. It

is clear that the solve cost is dominant for the operation-intensive method and275

so reducing the system size is essential for general application.

(a) NACA 0012 Aerofoil, structured O-Mesh

(b) (c)

Figure 1: NACA0012 Rigid rotation case, full RBF method, SR = 4

3.5. Conventional reduced-point method

It is clear from simple costing that RBF interpolation can not be used in its

full form for larger meshes, but instead implemented using some data-reduction

method [7, 10, 16]. These methods use a reduced number Nred < Ns of surface280
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points as control points. The reduced dataset is normally chosen in an intel-

ligent way, such that the interpolation error is minimised on points outside of

the reduced dataset. Algorithm 1 shows one such method, a greedy algorithm

for selecting the reduced data set [4]. The method is termed greedy since at

each cycle it chooses the point with the largest error. Note, however, that an285

error vector always exists on those points not selected for the interpolation, and

hence some correction method is always required to deform the volume mesh

correctly to recover the exact surface geometry. Methods of this type have be-

come very common, and are significantly cheaper than the full method, but

require a preprocessing stage, either prior to simulation or at every time step,290

and a correction vector field addition method at every time step. This method

is used later for comparison with the multiscale method presented below.

Algorithm 1 Greedy full point selection algorithm [7]

1: procedure

2: init:

3: xa ← {...} B Select initial points and add to the active set

4: fexact = ux/y/z B Set function to interpolate surface displacements

5: main:

6: while Nactive < Nred do

7: αa = Φ−1
a fexact

a B Solve interpolation on active set

8: feval. = Ψαa B Evaluate active set interpolant at all points

9: e = F (fexact − feval.) B Evaluate interpolation errors

10: iworst = arg max
i∈[1,Nx]

e(i) B Identify the point with the worst error

11: xa ← x(iworst) B Add point to active set

12: end while

13: output :

14: return xa B Reduced point set

15: end procedure

14



4. Multiscale RBF Interpolation

The new method is presented here. Methods named Multistep (or mul-

tilevel) RBF interpolation have been presented previously as an approach to295

interpolating scattered data of varying density and that contain phenomena on

multiple length scales [42]. These use multiple support radii within the inter-

polation to match the multiple length scales required, however, these produce

a non-symmetric interpolation matrix which therefore cannot be guaranteed

to be non-singular [43]. In the multistep method an interpolant is first con-300

structed on a coarse subset of the data, then the dataset is refined and another

interpolant constructed for the residual (the error due to reduction) from the

previous level. At the refined level a smaller support radius is used to match

the data density and capture finer details. This refinement process is repeated

until the full dataset is reached. The sum of all the interpolants interpolates the305

target function on multiple scales while still recovering values at all data sites.

The work herein will be named a multiscale approach; here only a single

interpolation is constructed. Despite varying the support radii within the in-

terpolation the system is still uniquely soluble due to the construction of the

interpolation function. First an interpolation system is built on a coarse subset310

of the data, named here the base set. From here, successive refinements are

made where the interpolation from the new control points are formulated such

that the mesh refinement does not influence points in the preceding mesh level.

Hence the interpolation system for the incremental refinement can be solved in

isolation. The existing interpolation does, of course, affect the interpolation at315

the added points but the resulting matrix structure can be exploited to allow a

simple solution procedure.

To ensure each level of refinement is as uniform as possible, the selection of

refinement points is made such that it maximises the separation distance of the

resulting mesh [2, 42]. The separation distance Q of a set of points Ω is defined320

as the radius of the largest empty sphere centered on a data-point. Put another

way: each point has an individual separation distance equal to the distance to
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the nearest point, the largest of these over a group of points is the separation

distance for that group of points:

Q = max
i∈Ω

min
j∈Ω,i6=j

‖xi − xj‖ (9)

Now consider if each refinement only adds a single point to the mesh, then the325

interpolation system at each refinement simply becomes an explicit expression

for the RBF coefficient in terms of error function. The procedure is outlined as

follows:

1. Take a coarse subset of Nb base control points as the active set ;

2. Solve the interpolation problem on the active set, using a user-specified330

base support radius r0;

3. Evaluate the residual error at all points not in the active set;

4. Identify the next refinement point - the point having the largest separation

distance with respect to active set - and add to the active set;

5. Set the support radius of the refinement point equal to the separation335

distance;

6. Set the RBF coefficient for the refinement point equal to the residual error

at that point;

7. If not all points added, go to step 3.

The only user-specified parameters here are the base-set support radius and340

the number of points in the base set. Figure 2 illustrates an example point

refinement process using separation distance, with the multiscale nature of the

method clear; active points are shown as red, and points not yet included grey.

Consider now the structure of the resulting interpolation matrix, assuming

points are sequenced in the order that they are included into the interpolation,345

i.e. the first Nb points are the base set and Nb + 1 is the first refinement point

added etc.. Subscript r refers to the refinement points - those not included in

the base set - such that Ns = Nr +Nb. The first Nb rows and Nb columns are

those formed by the base set of points alone. When a refinement point is added,

the matrix is augmented by one row and one column. Since the support radius350
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(a) Full mesh (b) Base set (Nb = 4)

(c) Refinement 1 (d) Refinement 2 (e) Refinement 3

(f) Refinement 4 (g) Refinement 5 (h) Refinement 6

Figure 2: Multiscale refinement process

is chosen such that it has no influence on preceding points, all entries in the

new column upto the diagonal are zero. Entries on the new row are non-zero

and represent the evaluation of the existing interpolant at the new refinement
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point. Hence, the final interpolation matrix has the following structure:

Φ =



φ1,1 φ1,2 · · · φ1,Nb
0 0 · · · 0

φ2,1 φ2,2 · · · φ2,Nb
0 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

φNb,1 φNb,2 · · · φNb,Nb
0 0 · · · 0

φNb+1,1 φNb+1,2 · · · φNb+1,Nb
φNb+1,Nb+1 0 · · · 0

φNb+2,1 φNb+2,2 · · · φNb+2,Nb
φNb+2,Nb+1 φNb+2,Nb+2 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

φNs,1 φNs,2 · · · φNs,Nb
φNs,Nb+1 φNs,Nb+2 · · · φNs,Ns


(10)

And hence, the linear system to solve:355

ux
b

ux
r

 =

Φb 0

Ψr L

αx

βx

 (11)

Φb is the Nb × Nb interpolation matrix for the base set, which is positive

definite for suitable choice of RBF φ(‖.‖). Ψr is the Nr ×Nb evaluation matrix

for the base set interpolant onto the refinement points. L is an Nr ×Nr lower

triangular interpolation matrix for the refinement points. The multiscale process

outlined above solves this system by forward substitution. First, the upper360

system is solved for the base set of coefficients αx, which are then substituted

into the lower system to evaluate the residual for the refinement points: ∆ =

ux
b −Ψrα

x. Finally, since L is a lower triangular matrix, the lower system is

itself solved by forward substitution for βx. The volume mesh is then updated

using the coefficient vectors αx and βx. Equation (11) is solved exactly and365

hence the original surface displacements are recovered. The only linear system

to solve is that involving Φb, and since Φb is only a coarse subset of the full

surface mesh, then the cost and conditioning issues of the full RBF method are

eliminated.
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5. Computational Aspects370

In this section, computational implementation of the multiscale method is

considered, specifically the opportunities presented for cost reduction, and the

costs compared to a conventional greedy-type method. For clarity, the greedy

method chosen is the simplest; mesh update with a reduced set of data points,

followed by a single correction update for each volume point based on a nearest375

surface point interpolation.

The entire mesh deformation process can be split into four stages, listed

below:

1. Surface Preprocessing: The preprocessing step required to select the

reduced surface points for greedy, or to sequence the surface control points380

in order of decreasing separation distance for multiscale.

2. Volume Preprocessing: The preprocessing step for volume mesh points,

either selecting surface points for greedy correction, or processing the re-

duced influencing points for multiscale.

3. Solve: The system solution is either full solution for the Nred greedy385

points, or a full solution on the Nb base points and sequential explicit

updates on the remaining refinement points for multiscale.

4. Update: Each volume point moved by summation over the Nred points

and a single correction vector addition for greedy, or summation over the

influencing points for multiscale.390

5.1. Surface Mesh Preprocessing: Multiscale

Once the base-set problem has been solved, an iteration is performed over

the remaining refinement points in order of decreasing separation distance, using

the separation distance as the support radius. The sequencing of control points

and saving of support radii can be performed once, prior to any simulation.395

This preprocessing step is detailed in Algorithm 2.

This algorithm operates on a point cloud of Ns points, and the main loop of

the sequencing algorithm has Ns−1 iterations. At each iteration, the algorithm
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Algorithm 2 Control Point Sequencing

1: procedure

2: init :

3: inactiveList← [1, Ns] B All point indices start on inactive list

4: for i = 1, Ns do

5: separation(i)← LARGE B Initialise separation distance list

6: end for

7: Nactive ← 0

8: activeList(Nactive)← k B Add first point to active list

9: inactiveList← inactiveList\{k}

10: Nactive ← Nactive + 1

11: main:

12: while Nactive < Ns do

13: for i in {inactiveList} do B Update separation distances

14: rik ← ‖xi − xk‖ B Distance to latest added point

15: if rik < separation(i) then

16: separation(i)← rik

17: end if

18: end for

19: k ← arg max
k

(separation(k)) B Find point with largest separation distance

20: activeList(Nactive)← k B Move to active list

21: inactiveList← inactiveList\{k}

22: if Nactive ≤ Nb then B Save support radius value

23: radii(Nactive)← rbase

24: else

25: radii(Nactive)← separation(k)

26: end if

27: Nactive ← Nactive + 1

28: end while

29: output :

30: return activeList, radii B Ordered control point indices and support radii

31: end procedure
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calculates the separation distance of all remaining points with respect to the

processed points and chooses the point with the largest separation distance to400

add to the processed list.

The surface mesh array can either be re-ordered, costing O(Ns) time, or

an ordered list of indices can be stored, costing O(Ns) memory. An array of

support radii is also produced costing O(Nr) memory. An efficient tree search

scheme is used for surface point identification, with cost of O(Nslog(Ns)) to405

build, and cost of O(log(N)) each time to interrogate N points. Hence the total

number of operations is given by:

Nop = O(Nslog(Ns))+O(Ns)+O(Nr)+

Ns−1∑
i=1

log(Ns−i) = O(Nslog(Ns)) (12)

5.2. Surface Mesh Preprocessing: Greedy

Algorithm 1 is an example of a greedy point reduction method. The algo-

rithm takes the surface displacements as input for selecting the reduced point

set. Therefore the point selection can occur every time the surface is displaced

or it can be performed once at the beginning using some representative displace-

ment (e.g. mode shapes). Here it is assumed that the point selection occurs in

advance as a preprocessing step. To produce a reduced set of Nred points, the

algorithm performs Nred iterations, where at each iteration a linear system is

both built and solved, and the interpolant evaluated on the remaining points

and a search performed for the point with maximum error:

Nop =

Nred∑
i=1

(
O(i2) +O(i3) +O(i(Ns − i)) +O(Ns − i)

)
= O(N4

red) (13)

for Nred >
√
Ns, which is always the case for realistic mesh sizes.

5.3. Volume Mesh Preprocessing: Multiscale410

The support radius of the base set r0 is specified by the user and controls

how far out the base interpolation reaches. The support radius of the remaining

points is set according to their separation distances with respect to the current
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active set. Let r1 be the support radius of the first refinement point after the

base set. All remaining refinement points will have a support radius less than415

or equal to r1.

The wall distance di for a volume mesh point is the shortest distance between

that point and a geometric boundary, and is used here to categorise points.

This quantity is often available anyway within a CFD solver, so is a convenient

quantity to use. Volume mesh points are categorised as follows:420

(a) Base points Nb = 10 (b) Base points Nb = 25

(c) Number of influence points, Nb = 10 (d) Number of influence points, Nb = 25

Figure 3: Base points and number of control points influencing volume mesh points

1. r0 < di - Volume points which do not fall within the base set influence,

and hence are not influenced by any control points;

2. r1 < di ≤ r0 - Volume mesh points only influenced by the base set;

3. di ≤ r1 - Volume mesh points influenced by the base set and additional

refinement points425

Furthermore, r1 will be of the order of the spatial density of the base set.

Hence, the volume mesh will mostly consist of points in the first two categories,

with only a few points near the surface being in the third category. This can be

seen in Figure 3 which shows the number of actively influencing surface points
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at each volume mesh point, for Nb of 10 and 25, clearly demonstrating the

multiscale method and efficiency; the base points selected are also shown. The

multiscale nature is also clearly illustrated. Moreover, those points near the

surface in the third category will only be influenced by a small local subset.

Therefore the matrix Ψ of equation (6) will be sparse. This preprocessing stage

can be implemented using any suitable wall distance function, to efficiently

categorise each volume point and, for those points in the third category, to

find efficiently the additional influencing indices using the tree search. For

completeness, the cost of the wall-distance calculation has been included here.

The search tree has already been built for the surface preprocessor, and so

the wall distance cost is represented by an estimated cost of O(Nvlog(Ns)).

If Nv1, Nv2 and Nv3 are the number of volume mesh points in categories one,

two and three respectively, then the number of operations for volume mesh

preprocessing is:

Nop = O(Nvlog(Ns)) +Nv1 +Nv2 +O(Nv3log(Nr)) (14)

Only the category three points need a surface point search, and this number is a

function of Nb, as the r1 value depends on the maximum base point separation.

Hence, the number of operations is:

Nop = O(Nvlog(Ns)) (15)

Note, Nv1 +Nv2 +Nv3 = Nv.

5.4. Volume Mesh Preprocessing: Greedy

The volume preprocessing stage for the greedy algorithm is required for the

error correction vector update. Several methods have been developed for this

since the original greedy work, but the simplest and most efficient approach

is used here; a single nearest point correction, weighted by a distance function.

This means every point on the surface may then be moved exactly to its required

position, and this small perturbation is dissipated gradually into the volume
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mesh based on the weighting function, so that the correction to each volume

mesh point is given by:

∆xv = φ(‖xv − xn‖/Rc)(∆xexact
n −∆xinterp

n ) (16)

where n represents the nearest surface neighbour point. The correction vector

support radius, Rc, should be smaller than that used for the RBF interpola-

tion and, for consistency with the multiscale method, the maximum separation

distance of the reduced point set is used:

Rc = max
i,j∈Nred i6=j

‖xi − xj‖ (17)

This type of correction may also be thought of as a highly localised single

point RBF interpolation.

Points outside the distance Rc from the surface can, in a similar argument

to that for category 1 and 2 points in the multiscale method, be left out of

the correction. Hence, the conventional greedy correction above can also be

improved significantly by also using the wall distance function. Including the

same approximate distance function cost as with the multiscale method, the

search tree build cost must be included here, and using the same search costs for

the nearest neighbour point identification, the volume preprocessing operations

are:

Nop = O(Nslog(Ns)) +O(Nvlog(Ns)) +Nv1 +O(Nv2log(Ns)) (18)

or, similarly to multiscale

Nop = O(Nvlog(Ns)) (19)

Note in this case, Nv1 +Nv2 = Nv.430

The multiscale and greedy costs will never be exactly the same, as the point

distribution for greedy selection and multiscale base set will not be the same for

Nb = Nred due to different criteria, but Rc will normally be very similar to r1.

Hence, for Nb = Nred the multiscale method volume preprocessing will always

be slightly cheaper than the greedy method since Ns is always greater than Nr435

and Nv2 for greedy will always be greater than Nv2 for multiscale.
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5.5. Solve and Update Steps: Multiscale

The solution stage requires solution of the Nb × Nb system. The second

stage of solving equation 11 involves forward substitution of the Nr ×Nr lower

triangular matrix L which requires N2
r operations. However, the multiscale440

support radii mean that each refinement point only influences a small local set

of points and as such, L is sparse. When the surface mesh is preprocessed,

influence distances between pairs of control points are calculated for separation

distance. The same distances are used in evaluating the interpolation matrix

and hence the sparsity of L can be determined. If Nnz is the number of non-445

zero elements in matrix L, then the cost for storing the sparse structure is

2Nnz +Nr +1 and the cost for forward substitution reduces to only Nnz. Hence,

the number of operations required to solve the multiscale system is:

Nop = O(N3
b ) +Nnz = O(N3

b ) (20)

Assuming the volume mesh has been preprocessed as presented above, then

the cost of the update step is:450

Nop = NbNv2 +Nnz−v3 (21)

where Nnz−v3 is the number of non-zero influences for volume mesh points in

the third category (close to the surface). Since Nv2 is some fraction of Nv, and

if Nnz−v3 is sufficiently small then:

Nop = O(NvNb) (22)

5.6. Solve and Update Steps: Greedy

The solve step simply involves solution of the reduced point set interpolation:

Nop = O(N3
red) (23)

Only the reduced point set is used to update the volume mesh, then the

extra step is required to correct the volume mesh for the actual surface point
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positions. Again, only category 2 points are moved, so as with the multiscale

method this step will also be some fraction of Nv, hence:

Nop = NredNv2 +Nv2 = O(NvNred) (24)

5.7. Detailed Cost Comparison

The two methods are compared here in terms of pure cost alone, with

mesh quality considered later. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional case

are considered: the aerofoil meshes discussed previously are used, with sizes455

257×65, 513×129, 1025×257, 2049×513, 4097×1025. A structured multiblock

mesh for a wing is considered as the three-dimensional problem, with mesh

sizes: Nv = 0.15M,Ns = 3, 881; Nv = 1.11M,Ns = 15, 441; Nv = 8.62M,Ns =

61, 601. For all the data here, Nb = Nred = 0.05Ns, although it is shown later

that this many points are not required for finer meshes.460

(a) Surface mesh preprocessing (b) Volume mesh preprocessing

Figure 4: Comparison of cost with an efficient greedy RBF method

Figure 4 shows the cost of the preprocessing stages for surface and volume for

the two methods. These data are the exact operation counts for these meshes,

including the effect of dimensionality on the seach costs. The system solution

and update costs at each deformation stage are not presented, as these are dom-

inated by the system solution which is a simple O(N3) cost, and hence is exactly465
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the same for Nb = Nred. The surface preprocessing stage is significantly more

expensive for the greedy method, and renders the volume preprocessing cost al-

most negligible, whereas the multiscale volume preprocessing stage dominates,

although this is still extremely cheap.

6. Two-Dimensional Application470

The multiscale method is now demonstrated in two dimensions and the mesh

quality considered. A NACA-0012 surface mesh of 1025 points and a 1025×257

volume mesh is used here.

(a) SR=2 (b) SR=4

(c) SR=6 (d) SR=8

Figure 5: Rigid rotation - full RBF method for varying support radius (SR, in chord units)
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Mesh quality is investigated using the change in orthogonality between un-

deformed and deformed meshes. The orthogonality metric q of a volume mesh

point is calculated here, using a similar method to that of Siebert and Du-

likravich [44]. For a structured mesh, consider a parametric plane, and the

orthogonality at any point in that plane can be defined using the vectors to the

four neighbour points:

q =
1

4

{
(v1.v2)2

v1
2v2

2
+

(v2.v3)2

v2
2v3

2
+

(v3.v4)2

v3
2v4

2
+

(v4.v1)2

v4
2v1

2

}
(25)

Similar arguments can be used in each parametric direction, to give a local

orthogonality value for each grid point in a three-dimensional mesh as:

qi,j,k = 1.0− qi + qj + qk
3

(26)

Orthogonality is often taken as zero to be perfectly orthogonal, i.e. all (θ) values

are π/2, but it is the relative change in orthogonality that is important for a mesh475

deformation scheme, not the absolute value, and so the value here is reversed to

mean 1.0 is perfectly orthogonal, and the value can then be normalised by the

undisturbed value. (For the two-dimensional cases shown here, qi,j = 1.0− qk.)

A rigid rotation of 30◦ about the origin is applied to the surface mesh.

Mesh deformation is first calculated using the full RBF method, as a baseline480

for orthogonality change. Figure 5 shows the relative change in orthogonality

(relative to the undisturbed mesh) for the full RBF method for four different

support radii; the mesh is an O-mesh, and the wake/slit line is also shown for

illustration purposes. Note that all orthogonality plots present the magnitude

of change. The good preservation of mesh quality is clearly demonstrated, with485

surface orthogonality being maintained even for the smallest support radius.

The effect of support radius is also clearly shown to control the extent of the

RBF influence. A support radius of 4 chords sufficiently offsets the displace-

ment field away from the aerofoil surface with an acceptable maximum change

in orthogonality and also gives a good base for comparison for the multiscale490

method; a support radius of 4 chords will be used henceforth.

The rigid-rotation case was then tested using the new multiscale method.
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(a) Nb = 10 (b) Nb = 25

(c) Nb = 50 (d) Nb = 100

Figure 6: Rigid rotation - multiscale RBF method for varying number of base set points

Figure 6 shows the change in orthogonality for four values of Nb. The multiscale

method clearly dissipates the deformation field away from the surface, matching

that of the full RBF method well. Figure 7 shows change in orthogonality now495

relative to the deformed mesh using the full RBF method with support radius

of four. Hence, the full scheme is matched very closely even for only 5% of the

surface points as the base set. Since only the base set is responsible for defor-

mations far from the surface, this confirms the observation that deformation

fields for global motions can be sufficiently represented using only a fraction of500

the surface data.
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(a) Nb = 10 (b) Nb = 25

(c) Nb = 50 (d) Nb = 100

Figure 7: Rigid rotation - multiscale RBF method for varying number of base set points

7. Three-Dimensional Application

The Brite-Euram MDO (multidisciplinary optimisation) wing of semi-span

35m is used here as the surface geometry [45, 46]. The mean chord for this

geometry is 10.26m. Three structured multi-block volume meshes have been505

generated [47], as defined in table 4. Figure 8 shows the domain and block

boundaries, the farfield mesh, and a view of the surface mesh, wake slit and a

spanwise plane; note this is the same plane shown in orthogonality plots later.

This is the 1.11 million cell mesh.

An exaggarated deformation is considered. A detailed structural mesh is also510
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available for this geometry, and figure 9 shows the CFD surface mesh points, and

the finite-element structural model nodes. Deformation of the 18th structural

mode is considered, and this mode is scaled to give a 3m maximum deflection

of the wing tip nodes; this deformation is transfered to the CFD surface points

using RBF interpolation [1]. Figure 10 shows two views of the underformed and515

deformed surface, showing the harsh nature of the deformation, particularly at

the tip; this is the one million cell mesh surface. Also presented in table 4 are

the average q values over all cells in each mesh, and average q values for the

first two grid planes away from the wing surface, to give a global and local

orthogonality measure.520

Table 4: Transport wing: mesh densities and undeformed orthogonality

Ns Nv (M points) q0 q0
surf

3,881 0.15 0.8921 0.9105

15,441 1.11 0.8900 0.9114

61,601 8.62 0.8888 0.9116

7.1. Improving Performance

In this work the selection of the base set occurs without any prior displace-

ment information. This is as opposed to the greedy method which uses char-

acteristic displacements (e.g. modal deformations) or actual displacements to

drive point selection. Instead, an approach is adopted to maximise the spatial525

coverage of the domain; the base set is built up by sequentially adding points

that have the furthest distance to the existing base set points (Algorithm 2). In

this method, termed space-filling, the criterion evaluated at inactive points is

the separation distance (distance to nearest active point), and the point with the

maximum criterion is added at each step. A space-filling base set for the MDO530

wing test case is shown in figure 11a; points are coloured red and blue to repre-

sent upper and lower surface points. However, while this method is suitable in

two dimensions, it can suffer from reduced accuracy for large three-dimensional
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meshes with thin bodies and large variations in mesh density. Two enhance-

ments have been made to the base set selection method to improve robustness535

with respect to the surface mesh.

First, the space-filling method is modified to include some consideration of

local mesh density. Whenever the separation distance of an inactive point is

updated (Algorithm 2: line 16) the inactive point is also recorded as a ‘child’

of the closest active point. Then when selecting the next point to add to the540

active list (line 19), a search is performed for the active point with the most

children and, for this active point, the child with the largest separation distance

is added to the active set. This method, termed clustered space filling, only

affects the selection of the base set (i.e. Nactive < Nb), normal space-filling is

maintained for refinement point sequencing. The result of this improved point545

selection method is shown in Figure 11b, again with upper and lower surface

points identified.

The second enhancement has been developed to minimise the issue of de-

formations on opposite side of a surface influencing each other. An anisotropic

pseudo norm function has been defined as:

‖x− xi‖ni
= ψi(x) · ‖x− xi‖ (27)

ψi (x) =

1 + a(d̂)2, if d̂ ≤ 0

1 otherwise

(28)

Where

d̂ =
(x− xi) • ni

‖(x− xi)‖‖ni‖

Here ni is the outward normal vector for surface control point xi and a is

the compression parameter. This is defined as a = f(R, ri), where R is the

global support radius used for the base set, and ri is the local mesh separation550

distance. The dot product d̂ is negative when the outward surface is not facing

the relative location of point x which has the effect of exaggerating the distance

to points ‘behind’ the local surface. This anisotropic norm function can be
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substituted when calculating separation distances (Algorithm 2: line 14) and

is designed to restrict influences between separate surfaces that enclose a thin555

volume. For the base set, the anisotropic norm is only used for calculating

the separation distance criterion; the standard Euclidian norm is used for RBF

influence coefficients to maintain a positive definite influence matrix. However

for the refinement points, the anisotropic norm is used for both the separation

distance criterion and the RBF influences since this is required to maintain the560

multiscale independence.

The improvements presented here could also be incorporated into conven-

tional greedy-type methods, to improve performance of these. However, greedy-

type methods are two-stage approaches: a reduced dataset of control points se-

lected to give the most accurate interpolation of the moving surface points that565

are not included in the data set; a secondary stage to correct all the locations

of the non-included points. Since these methods depend on the selection of a

reduced dataset based on interpolation, the full interpolation system is solved

regularly during the selection process. Hence, improving the point selection

process for greedy using the methods above would not change the cost, and so570

greedy methods with these improvements have not been tested here.

7.2. Mesh quality

Mesh quality is now investigated in detail for the modern transport wing test

case for the three mesh densities, with the orthogonality metric (equation 26).

The multiscale RBF method is applied to transfer the surface displacements575

into the volume mesh again using Wendland’s C2 function with a base support

radius of one semi-span (35 m). For comparison, the test case mesh deformation

is also performed using the greedy full point method [7] (Algorithm 1) where

Nred = Nb. The greedy point selection is performed here using unit vector

displacement of the entire wing surface [7], and a single-point correction [3] is580

applied using a support radius equal to that of the maximum reduced surface

set separation distance, as explained earlier.

Figure 12 shows two views of selected mesh planes, showing the extent of
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the deformation, and example orthogonality change; the wing surface is shown

along with the wake-slit and tip-slit, and a spanwise grid plane. These are the585

same views as shown later in figures 14 and 15.

Figure 13 shows the variation in average mesh orthogonality and mesh or-

thogonality in the near surface region, for varying surface set sizes, for the

three mesh sizes. This clearly demonstrates that for both greedy and multi-

scale methods, only a small number of surface points are required to deform the590

mesh effectively. The asymptotic trend is similar in all cases, with the multiscale

method performing slightly better, i.e. reaching the asymptote slightly faster, in

all cases. For all meshes, 500-750 points are sufficient, and this is around 1% of

the finer mesh surface size. This confirms the findings in [7], where it wa shown

that the geometric interpolation error associated with the surface reconstructed595

from the reduced dataset is dependent on the geometry representation, not the

surface mesh size.

Orthogonality change and mesh distributions are shown in figures 14, 15

and 16, which also show the same view of the initial mesh. Hence, even for a

deformation of this extent, mesh orthogonality is preserved at the surface. The600

one million cell mesh is shown for clarity, and this deformation was computed

with Nb = 750.
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(a) Domain (b) Farfield mesh (c) Mesh planes

Figure 8: One million cell mesh

Figure 9: MDO wing. Red - finite element nodes. Black - CFD surface points.

Figure 10: MDO wing. Red - mode 18 deflection. Black - original surface.
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(a) Space filling (b) Clustered space filling

Figure 11: Base sets for Nb = 250

(a) View from behind wing (b) View from ahead of wing

Figure 12: Two views of mesh orthogonality change. Nv = 1.11M .
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(a) Mean orthogonality (b) Mean orthogonality near surface

Figure 13: Mesh quality variation with Nb, Nred. Nv = 0.15M, 1.11M, 8.62M

(a) Original mesh (b) Deformed mesh

Figure 14: Mesh orthogonality change. 1.11M mesh, view from ahead of wing
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(a) Original mesh (b) Deformed mesh

Figure 15: Mesh orthogonality change. 1.11M mesh, view from behind wing

(a) Original mesh (b) Deformed mesh

Figure 16: Mesh orthogonality change. 1.11M mesh, view from outboard of tip
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8. Conclusions

An efficient RBF mesh deformation method has been presented that uses

all surface points to ensure an exact surface representation, but still only re-605

quires a single interpolation to be built. The RBF interpolant is constructed

using a coarse base set followed by multiple single-point refinements of scaled

support radii, resulting in capture of global and local motions of multiple scales.

Selecting support radii to match the mesh density at each level of refinement

guarantees the existence of a unique interpolant and limits the size of the linear610

system to solve to the size of the base set. This overcomes the cost and condi-

tioning issues associated with the full RBF method while still retaining exact

recovery of the full surface. Moreover, the sparsity introduced by the multiscale

method can be exploited, using an existing wall-distance function, to further

reduce the cost of the solve and update steps, and this has been demonstrated.615

The multiscale method has been tested on two-dimensional and three-dimensional

structured meshes for large deformations, and it has been shown that mesh or-

thogonality is well-maintained for base sets of less than 1% of the full surface

mesh for the finer mesh. In all cases the mesh quality is comparable or slightly

better with the multiscale method than the greedy method. It has also been620

shown that the cost and complexity of the multiscale method are comparable,

if not cheaper, than current greedy methods at all stages. The most expensive

part of reduced-point methods is the surface mesh preprocessing/point selection

stage, and the cost is reduced significantly here from O(N4
red) to O(Nslog(Ns)).

However, unlike such reduction methods, the interpolation is exact, requiring625

no subsequent error correction. Furthermore, the multiscale point selection is

based purely on geometry, so is decoupled from the deformation, and so the

point selection only needs to be performed once, prior to any simulation.
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